
WhatsApp Business Template
Collection for WhatDROID

Hey there!

If you’re looking to connect to your leads quickly via WhatDroid, you can start by
deploying these DFY templates that we specifically designed with various niches
in mind.

These are all battle-teste sequences that you can easily import into WhatDroid
and modify them to accommodate your own Agency angle.

The power of text templates for businesses

WhatsApp templates pack a lot of power into a tiny package; they also help
businesses convey a consistent and clear message. Not everyone in an
organization speaks or writes the same way. Templates allow businesses to use a
common voice when communicating with customers and prospects.

Composing customer-facing messages can be daunting for some individuals.
Speaking on the phone is one thing but having to put their thoughts in writing is
another. Businesses can prepare by creating templates for the most common
types of communication a business sends.

Luckily, we solved this problem for you with a collection of neatly organized
templates so you can position yourself as a figure of authority in your filed and
close them as your clients.

Template 1:

Hi, lead.name!

I wanted to let you know that our blog post on [subject] was published this week
and I think you’ll find it interesting.

I’d love to hear your thoughts if you’d like to leave a comment on the post!

Regards,

your.name



Template 2:

Hello, lead.name,

I wanted to give you this opportunity to try [product] for free for [duration] so that
you can have full access to it and understand how it will benefit you personally.

Visit your.website and sign up as soon as you have the opportunity so you can get
started using these awesome features.

Feel free to let me know if you have any questions. If not, I’ll be in touch with you
when you’ve had some time to work with it.

Best Regards,

your.name
Your.website

Template 3:

Hi your.name,

Thank you again for engaging with our products & services. I wanted to ask you
personally for information about your experience.

On a scale of 1 (unlikely) to 10 (extremely likely), how likely is it that you’ll consider
utilizing our services in the near and medium-term future?

We are continually looking to improve and feedback from potential clients like
you is what helps us most.

Would you be willing to provide feedback at this link your.website?  It will only
take a few minutes.

Thanks for your time,

your.name
Your.company

Template 4:

Hi lead.name,

What would you do with an extra 10 hours each week?



I ask because clients like yourself have seen savings like these – if not more – after
adding our software to their tech stacks.

Just ask experts like Gary Vaynerchuk, Tim Ferriss, and Malcolm Gladwell, who
we’re happy to count as satisfied customers.

I’d love to set up a time to walk you through a personalized demo. Would you
have some free time next week to connect?

your.name

Template 5:

Hello lead.name,

I have an idea that I can explain in 10 minutes that can get lead.company its next
100 best customers.

I recently used this idea to help our client lead.competitor almost triple their
monthly run rate.

lead.name, let’s schedule a quick 10-minute call so I can share the idea with you.
When works best for you?

Your.name

Template 6:

Hi lead.name,

My name is your.name, and I’ll keep this quick.

I’m the founder of a software tool that saves busy business owners like you as
many as 10 hours each and every week.

Could I have ten minutes of your time next week for a personalized demo that’ll
make clear why entrepreneurs like Gary Vaynerchuk, Tim Ferriss, and Malcolm
Gladwell love our product?

Template 7:

Hi lead.name,

I was looking to get introduced to {{person you’re trying to connect with}} from
{{that person’s company}}, and saw you were connected to them. I’m not sure how



well you’re connected to them, but if the relationship is strong, I’d really
appreciate an introduction to chat about ways they can work with your.company.

Please let me know if you feel comfortable doing this and I’ll forward a proper
request for the introduction that you can forward to them.

Let me know,
Your.name

Template 8:

Hey your.name,

Was hoping that you might be able to introduce me to {{person you want to
reach}} at {{their company}}?

I wanted to connect with him because our email list targets a similar
demographic with limited overlap. Seeing as our products are non-competitive, I
wanted to touch base to see if he was up for brainstorming ways to leverage our
existing user bases to grow both of our lists.

We did this with {{competitor}} in the past, and both parties received a 15% lift in
new subscribers.

Any help is much appreciated.

your.name

Template 9:

Hi lead.name},

Just ran across your website and noticed you were using {{Your competitor’s
product}}. How are you liking it? I run a {{service}} called your.company.

It’s just like {{your competitor’s product}}, only {{key differentiator}}. If you’re up for
it, I would love to jump on a quick call with you and get your opinion on how we
could make {{prospect’s company}} better (and see if it would make sense for us
to work together).

Would {{date and time}} be a good time for you? (If not, I’m flexible, just let me
know).

Template 10:



Hi {{name}},

When’s the last time you finished everything on your daily to-do list?

If you’re like most small business owners, you’re constantly struggling to stay on
top of everything – let alone be the effective leader you need to be.

Our software helps motivated  business owners save as much as ten hours per
week that can be directed back at your top priorities.

I’d love to give you a personalized demo. When are you free next week?

Let me know,
your.name


